EYFS Curriculum
Areas of learning include:
Communication, Language and
Literacy Interacting, responding,
developing communication skills
and strategies (building understanding of pictures and symbols),
and speech and language therapy
targets.
Cognition/Maths Exploring the
world around us, and what makes
it change (cause and effect), developing fine motor skills through
exploration, developing auditory
and visual skills, learning that
objects still exist when out of sight
(object permanence), developing
underspending of numbers,
space, shape and measure.
Understanding the World Belonging to my community both within,
the local community and around
the wider world, and using technology.
Personal, Social, Emotional Development Developing relationships with peers and adults, developing self-help skills, working
towards self-occupying activities,
working on occupational therapy
targets.
Physical Development Developing
physical strength through varied
positioning when playing, working
on physiotherapy targets
Expressive Arts and Design Exploring media and materials, music
and being imaginative.

Instagram
@greenmeadschool

Topic: No Place Like Home
- The British Isles
Assembly will happen on Fridays at 3pm. Keep an
eye out on the Instagram during the week for the
theme and thigs you can bring to join in.

Home learning during Covid-19

We have love receiving the lovely photos of all of
the activities you have been doing at home, and
sharing them on Instagram!. Please keep sending
them!

Barbara, Cheska, Rowenna, Hayley,
Emma, Ellen, Mags .

MERCURY TEAM

CURRICULUM
MAP
MERCURY CLASS
Summer 2 2020

Maria, Zorica Q, Sarika, Supema

‘Every Achievement Counts’

Songs

Understanding the World
Our topic this half term is ‘No Place Like Home’.
Within this we will be exploring the house we
leave, the local area and The British Isles.
We will be sending multiple weekly learning
opportunities to support your child to explore
our topic through sensory play and exploration.
Each week we will offer new practical and exciting learning experience to the children.

Books / poems



We’re going on a Bear
Hunt




Room on the broom



Aaarrgghh, Spider!

The Tree Billy Goats
Gruff

Sleepy Bunnies
Hickory Dickory Dock
I like the flowers
and much more

In



Singing and moving our body



Exploring various textures and
colours



Creating arrangements from natural resources



Dressing up in dancing costumes
and crating props

Mercury Class
No Place Like Home
- The British Isles
Summer 2 2020

Expressive Art and Design, we will be

In Cognition we will be


Working on developing our fine motor skills



Noticing and observing our surrounding and
changes.



Observing couse and effect

All children's IEP Targets are embedded
throughout play, within each play activity, where
accessible and appropriate.

In


Learning to attend the sensory
stories, pictures and symbols



Working towards joining to the
nursery rhymes by vocalisation
and movement



Showing preference and enjoyment for the story or song



Making marks in variety of textures

Physical Development

In Personal, Social and Emotional
Development we will be


Developing our attention to our environment



Learning how different effects impacts on
our feelings and learn about our ‘likes and
dislikes’



Interacting and sharing our excitement

Each week, we will be asking you to consider
positioning for access to the activities we are
sending. We will also suggest some individualised positioning within follow up emails.
We will be sending activities which support a
variety of physical positioning which will help
us to grow big and strong. These include
“music and movement” - a regular in school
where we move our bodies to nursery rhymes,
as well as a topic linked dance activity which
should be lots of fun!

CLL we will be ...

Sing with us and listen to the stories on Greenmead Primary School
YouTube Channel. Go to Early
Years and Songs playlists.

